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� Baud rate up to 125k Baud 
� Up to 40 nodes can be connected 
� Automotive temperature range from -40°C...125°C 
� Very low standby current 
� Short circuit protection of bus lines to VDD, ground and battery 
� Wake up capability from bus line or wake up pin 
� Supports unshielded bus wire 
� Integrated receiver filters 
� Permanent dominant monitoring of transmit data input 
� Automatic switching to single wire mode in case of bus failures and automatic reset to differen-

tial mode if bus failure disappeared 
� One wire transmission mode with ground offset up to 1.5V possible 
� Very low RFI due internal slope control of bus drivers 
� Good immunity to EMC 
� Thermal protection of bus line drivers 

Ordering Information 

Part No. Temperature Range Package 
TH8053.2  -40ºC...125ºC SOIC14, 150mil 

Fault Tolerant Low Speed CAN Transceiver 

Pin Diagram 
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General Description 

The TH8053 is a fault tolerant CAN-Transceiver which 
works as an interface between the CAN protocol control-
ler and the physical CAN bus. It is designed to connect 
up to 40 control nodes in passenger cars with an overall 
cable length of up to 80m enabling data trans-mission/
reception rates up to 125 kBaud using unshielded bus 
wires. 
In normal operation mode the device supports the high 
security differential transmit capability of the differential 
CAN bus. In the recessive state data coming from the 
bus is filtered and after converting to a single-ended sig-

nal fed to the RXD output pin that is to be connected to 
the CAN controller (reception of data). In the dominant 
state data send from the controller to pin TXD drives the 
CAN bus lines. 
The device automatically switches to an appropriate sin-
gle ended mode in the case of a bus failure ensuring fur-
ther function of the l network. If the failure gets removed 
the TH8053 automatically resets itself to normal opera-
tion. Furthermore it enables single ended transmission 
on wires with a ground shift up to 1.5V. The TH8053 also 
ensures the data transfer if the system contains a single 
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Functional Diagram 
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General Description (continued) 

unpowered node (e.g. a missing termination resistor). 
Another feature added is the monitoring of the TXD-input 
to prevent the controller from obstructing the CAN bus by 
sending a permanent dominant state. The presence of 
any of these errors is indicated by a LOW-signal at the 
NERR-pin. 
Standby and sleep modes enable low current consump-
tion if no transmit capability is needed or if the supply 
voltages drop under a specified level. A wake-up function 
recalls the normal operation mode whenever a slope is 
detected at the WAKE-Pin or transmission of data on the 
bus occurs. 

Other important features within passenger cars are the 
low RF-interference due to a limitation of rise and fall 
slopes as well as the insensitiveness to RF-radiation 
achieved by integrated receiver filters. 
A thermal shut-down circuit prevents the TH8053 from 
any damage caused by increased power consumption of 
the CAN output stages while all other parts of the circuit 
remain working. Furthermore the TH8053’s bus connec-
tions (CANH, CANL) are short-circuit proof to battery and 
ground voltage as well as any pin is protected against 
ESD-Events. 

Figure 1 - Block Diagram 
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The signal coming from the differential CAN bus is fed to 
a filter stage to inhibit high frequencies that interfere the 
bus line from disturbing the evaluation of the incoming 
bus data. The cut-off frequency of the filters has to be re-
garded as a trade-off between RF-suppression and 
propagation delay. 
The failure detection circuit determines whether one of 
the failures described in Table 1, “CAN bus failures, ex-
ists and indicates a present error as an active LOW at 
the NERR output. Furthermore the information of the 
kind of failure is given to the failure management block 
which takes the appropriate measures to ensure trans-
mission and reception of data. This includes the control 
of the correct termination of the CAN bus lines as well as 
the choice of the right derivation of the receiver signal 
(output to the RXD-pin) from the CANH and CANL in-
puts. The failure management also contains the possibil-
ity to disable one of the driver stages (e.g. in the case of 
failure 6 the high side driver and the RTH termination are 
disabled to reduce current consumption). During any kind 
of single-wire data transfer RF-radiation and RF-
sensitivity are increased. 
The failure detection consists of two detection circuits, 
one being active in the normal operation mode and the 
other one working in the standby and sleep modes. Re-
covery of the failures is done with a certain time-out that 
depends on the failure. A wake-up function that detects 
incoming dominant signals from the bus is also included. 
A wake-up command can also be generated by changing 
the logical voltage level at the WAKE-pin. The mode the 
TH8053  is running within and whether the INH-pin dis-
ables an external voltage regulator can be controlled by 
the EN- and STB-pins as shown in Table 3, “Mode Con-
trol, on page 4 and detailed described in  “Operation 
Modes” on page 4 
Another feature implied in this can transceiver device is 

Depending on the occurring error appropriate measures 
have to be taken to ensure data transmission and recep-
tion. Table 2, “Error Management”, lists the means to 
achieve this target in the normal operation mode. The 
comparator signal that determines the value of RXD is 
given in the second column, the third and fourth ones 
contain the information whether either one of the termi-
nations RTH or RTL is switched off to reduce the current 
flowing in the termination resistances. The last two col-
umns display if one of the transmitter drivers is deacti-
vated. 
If an interrupt of the CANH or CANL wire between two 
ECUs is detected (failures 1 and 2) there is no need to 
disable the corresponding high or low side driver be-
cause differential transmission towards other ECUs may 
still be useful. 

Error Management 

 

______________________________ 
1 If the termination is switched off, a current of 75µA is supplied at the RTH -or RTL-pin. 
2 Low side driver is switched off after two unsuccessful attempts of reaching dominant level. 

Table 2 - Error Management 
Errors 1 and 3a as well as errors 2 and 4 can’t be distinguished 
by the receiver. 

Error Output 
to RXD Termination1 

  RTH RTL CANH CANL 
1 D on on on on 
2 D on on on on 
3 H on off on off2 
3a D on on on on 
4 D on on on on 
5 H on off on off 
6 L off on on on 
6a L off on on on 
7 H on off on off 

Driver 

Nr. Failure description Condition 

1 CANL wire interrupted  

2 CANH wire interrupted  

3 VBAT>7.2 

3a V1.8V<VBAT<7.2V 

4 CANH short-circuited to ground  

5 CANL short-circuited to ground  

6 CANH short-circuited to battery 
supply voltage VBAT>7.2 V 

6a  1.8V<VBAT<7.2V 

7 CANH short-circuited to CANL  

CANL short-circuited to battery 
supply voltage 

Table 1 - CAN bus failures 
(Definition in accordance with ISO 11519-2) 

Functional Description (continued) 

the time-out circuit at the TXD-Input that prevents occu-
pation of the CAN bus by a long-term dominant signal 
sent from the CAN controller. If no failure occurs the 
TXD-signal coming from the CAN controller is fed to the 
driver stage which includes a limitation of slopes to re-
duce RF-interference caused by radiation on the CAN 
bus. 
To prevent the chip from a thermal breakdown a tem-
perature protection circuit shuts down the driver stages 
which represent the biggest part of the whole power con-
sumption. All other parts remain active thus a reception 
of data is still possible. After cooling down and reaching 
the low temperature level the transmitter will be enabled 
again. 
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______________________________ 
1 Wake-up interrupts are released when the normal operation mode is entered 
2 Sleep mode will be entered instead of VBAT-standby mode if the go-to-sleep command was applied before. (EN may turn LOW as VDD drops 
   without affecting internal functions because of fail safe functionality.) 
3 The "missing VBAT" flag will be reset to HIGH when the normal   operation mode is entered 

Power-on Procedure 

The different operation modes can be selected by the 
signals provided at the EN- and STB-pins. There are 
three operation modes which enable reduced power con-
sumption: the sleep mode, the VBAT-standby mode and 
the VDD -standby mode. 
The sleep mode (STB=0, EN=0) is the one with the low-
est power consumption because the whole chip and 
even the external voltage regulator get disabled. This 
mode can only be reached if an intermediate mode 
(STB=0, EN=1) is entered which is interpreted as a “go-
to-sleep”-command. Otherwise the chip switches to the 
VBAT-standby mode (STB=0, EN=0) where the external 
voltage regulator remains further active. In these modes 
(go-to-sleep, sleep, VBAT-standby) the RTL-pin is 
switched to VBAT. 
If the external inhibitable voltage regulator is not the one 
that provides the VDD-supply voltage or if the device is 
operating in the VBAT-standby mode (external voltage 
regulator is active) a wake-up request from either the 
WAKE-pin or the CAN bus line is visible as an active 
LOW at the NERR and RXD outputs. If VDD has been 
switched off in the sleep mode the wake-up request will 
cause the TH8053 to enter the VBAT-standby mode as an 
intermediate state in which the VDD-supply is present 
again and so the wake-up can be observed at the NERR- 
and RXD-pins as well. 

Operation Modes 

Table 3 -Mode Control 

/STB EN Mode INH NERR RXD RTL 
0 0 VBAT-standby1 high  VBAT switched to VBAT 

0 0 sleep2 floating switched to VBAT 

0 1 go-to-sleep command floating switched to VBAT 

1 0 VDD-standby3 high/ VBAT active LOW  
missing VBAT flag 

active LOW  
wake-up interrupt switched to VDD 

1 1 normal operation high/ VBAT active LOW  
error flag flag 

HIGH = recessive bus; 
LOW = dominant bus switched to VDD 

active LOW wake-up interrupt signal if VDD is 
present  

Another mode is the VDD -standby mode (STB=1, EN=0). 
Similar to the normal operation mode the RTL-pin is 
switched to VDD. The appearance of a wake-up condition 
in this mode is only displayed at the RXD output as an 
active LOW. The NERR output is used to indicate the 
drop of VBAT below 1V. This warn flag is necessary to 
show that VBAT was missing and that a reinitialisation has 
to be done. It is reset to HIGH when the device enters 
the normal operation mode in which the NERR-pin is 
used to indicate bus failures. 
During the low power modes (sleep, VBAT- and VDD-
standby) the detection of errors is reduced to the moni-
toring of the appearance of failures 5, 6 and 7. A com-
plete deactivation of the detection circuit is not senseful 
because the occurrence of failures 5, 6 and 7 would re-
sult in an increased power consumption. 
The TH8053 switches itself to the VBAT-standby mode if 
VDD is missing or below the thresh-old. If VDD is missing 
the EN and STB inputs will be held internally at LOW 
level to prevent the chip from entering an inappropriate 
mode (fail safe functionality). In all standby modes the 
TH8053 is able to receive interrupts. During the first time 
of the go-to-sleep command and the specified time after 
switching from the normal operation mode to the standby 
modes the device ignores an interrupt. 

flag that it has to reinitialize the ECU (e.g. after exchang-
ing the complete CAN unit or after a battery voltage 
breakdown). 
Through entering the normal mode the VBAT low flag will 
be reset. Due to special output stages the CAN bus is 
not loaded if V BAT = 0V which ensures data transmis-
sion on the CAN bus even if some ECUs are unpowered. 

The chip automatically enters the V BAT -standby mode 
because of its fail safe functionality. In the V BAT -
standby mode the INH output will become HIGH and 
therefore the voltage regulator will provide VDD -supply. 
The CAN transceiver will remain in the VBAT-standby 
mode until the CAN controller sets it to another mode. 
The controller should first enter VDD-standby Mode. This 
way the CAN controller will be shown by the power-on 
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All voltages are referenced to ground (GND). Positive 
currents flow into the IC. The absolute maximum ratings 
(in accordance with IEC 134) given in the table below are 
limiting values that do not lead to a permanent damage 
of the device but exceeding any of these limits may do 

Electrical Characteristics 

Absolute maximum ratings 

______________________________ 
1 t < 500ms; load dump 
2 VDD=0 to 5.5V; VBAT>0 V; t<0.1; no time limit 
3 VDD=0 to 5.5V; VBAT>0 V; t<0.1 ms; load dump 
4 For a human body model (equivalent to discharging 100pF with 1.5kΩ). 
5 For a human body model (equivalent to discharging 100pF with 1.5kΩ). 
6 Junction temperature is defined in IEC 747-1 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Notes 

DC supply voltage VCC -0.3 +6.0 V  

Battery voltage  VBat  
-0.3 +27 

V  
 

 40 1 

DC Input voltage at pins 2 to 6 V2-6 -0.3 VCC + 0.3 V  

CANH, CANL input voltage VCANH,L 
-10 27 

V  
2 

-40 40 3 

CANH, CANL transient input voltage VCANH, L, tran -150 100 V  

Termination resistance at pins 8 and 9 RTH, RTL 500 16000 Ω  

DC input voltage at pin 1, 8, 9 V1,8,9 -0.3 VBAT+0.3 V  

DC input voltage at pin 7 VWAKE  VBAT+0.3 V  

DC input current at pin 7 IWAKE -15  mA  

Maximum latch-up free current at any pin ILatch-up -500 +500 mA  

Electrostatic discharge voltage at any pin VESD -2000 +2000 V 4 

Storage temperature range TSTG -55 +150 °C  

Junction temperature TJunc -40 +150 °C 6 

Thermal Resistance from junction to ambient RTh  120 K/W  

so.Long term exposure to limiting values may affect the 
reliability of the device. Reliable operation of the TH8053 
is only specified within the limits shown in ”Operating 
conditions” 

Operating Conditions 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Notes 

DC supply voltage VDD 4.75 5.25 V  

Battery voltage VBAT 6 27 V  

Operating ambient temperature Tamb -40 +125 °C  

Junction temperature Tjunc -40 +150 °C 6 
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Static Characteristics 
VDD= 4.75 to 5.25V, VBat = 6 to 27V, Tamb = -40°C to +125°C, VSTB =VDD 

Parameter Symbol Condition Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply 

Supply current  IDD  

recessive, normal operation 
mode, TXD=VDD  4 8 mA 

dominant, normal operation 
mode, no load, TXD=0V  6 10 mA 

Supply current IBAT sleep mode, VDD=0V, 
VBAT=12V  25 50 µA 

Supply current  IDD+IBAT  

VDD-standby mode, VDD=5V, 
VBAT=12V  100 200 µA 

VBAT-standby mode, 
VDD=5V, VBAT=12V  35 95 µA 

Battery voltage for setting power-on flag VBAT, pwon standby and sleep modes   1 V 

Supply voltage VDD fail safe forced VBAT standby 
mode 2.75  4.5 V 

CANH, CANL 

Differential receiver threshold voltage 
recessive to dominant 

VdiffRX  
no bus failure and bus 
failure 1,2, 4  

-2.9 -2.5 -2.2 V 

Differential receiver threshold voltage 
dominant to recessive -3.2 -2.9 -2.5 V 

Single-ended receiver threshold of CANL VCANLse bus failures 4, 6, 6a 2.8 3.1 3.4 V 

Single-ended receiver threshold of CANH VCANHse bus failures 3, 5, 7 1.5 1.85 2.2 V 

CANH recessive output voltage VCANHrec TXD=VDD, RTH<4k 0.1 0.2 0.3 V 

CANH dominant output voltage VCANHdom TXD=0V, normal operation 
mode, ICANH=-40mA VDD -1.4  VDD V 

CANL dominant output voltage VCANLdom TXD=0V, normal operation 
mode, ICAN=40mA  1.1 1.4 V 

CANH output current  ICANH  
-120 -80 -50 mA 

 0  µA 

VCANH=0V, TXD=0V  

CANL recessive output voltage VCANLrec TXD=VDD, RTL<4k VDD - 
0.2    

sleep mode, VCANH=12V 
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Static Characteristics (continued) 

Parameter Symbol Condition Min Typ Max Unit 

CANL output current  ICANL  

VCANL=12V, TXD=0V 75 140 180 mA 

VCANL=5V, TXD=0V 50 80 120 mA 

sleep mode 
VCANH=0V, VBAT=12V -5 0 5 µA 

Threshold for detection of short 
circuit between CANH or CANL 
and battery 

VHLBATdet normal operation mode 6.5 7.3 8.0 V 

Threshold for detection of short-
circuit between CANH and 
battery 

VHBATdet standby and sleep modes VBAT-2.5 VBAT-2 VBAT -1 V 

CANH wake-up voltage VHwu standby and sleep modes 1.2 1.9 2.7 V 

CANL wake-up voltage VLwu standby and sleep modes 2.4 3.1 3.8 V 

difference of wake-up thresholds VLwu-VHwu standby and sleep modes 0.2   V 

CANH leakage current ICANHleak 
VDD=0V, VBAT=0V, 
VCANL=13.5 V,  
RTL=100, Tjunc<85°C 

-5 0 5 µA 

CANL leakage current ICANLleak 
VDD=0V, VBAT=0V, VCANH=5V, 
RTL=100, Tjunc<85°C -5 0 5 µA 

RTH, RTL 

RTL to VDD switch -on resistance  
RRTL   

normal operation mode, I0= -
10mA  43 95  

RTL to VBAT switch-on resistance VBAT standby or sleep mode 8 12.5 23 k 

RTH to ground switch -on 
resistance RRTH normal operation mode, 

I0=10mA  43 95  

RTH output voltage VRTH standby and sleep modes, 
I0<1mA  0.7 1 V 

RTL output voltage VRTL VDD-standby mode, I0<1mA VDD-1 VDD-0.7  V 

RTL pull-down current IRTLpd normal operation mode, bus 
failures 3, 3a, 5, 7; VRTH=1.5V 45 75 135 µA 

RTL pull-up current IRTLpu normal operation mode, bus 
failures 3, 3a, 5, 7; VRTL=3.4V -40 -75 -110 µA 

RTH leakage current IRTHleak 
VDD=0V, VBAT=0V, VCANH=5V, 
RTL=100, Tjunc<85°C -5 0 5 µA 

RTL leakage current IRTLleak 
VDD=0V, VBAT=0V, 
VCANL=13.5V, RTL=100, 
Tjunc<85°C 

-5 0 5 µA 
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Parameter Symbol Condition Min Typ Max Unit 

/STB, EN, TXD 

HIGH level input voltage VINhigh 
rising edge (input with 
Schmitt-Trigger) 0.7 VDD  VDD+0.3 V 

LOW level input voltage VINlow falling edge (input with 
Schmitt-Trigger) -0.3  0.3 VDD V 

HIGH level input current at 
pins /STB and EN IINhigh VINhigh=4V  9 20 µA 

LOW-level input current at pins /
STB and EN IIN, low VINlow=1V 4 8  µA 

HIGH level input current at pin 
TXD IINhigh VINhigh=4V -200 -50 -25 µA 

LOW level input current at pin 
TXD IINlow VINlow=1V -800 -250 -100 µA 

RXD, NERR 

HIGH level output voltage  VOUThigh  
IO= -100µA (NERR) 

VDD -0.9  
 

VDD  
IO= -250µA (RXD)  

LOW level output voltage VOUTlow IO= -1.25mA 0  0.9 V 

/WAKE 

Threshold for wake up V/WAKE V/STB=0V 2.4 3.1 4.0 V 

input current I/WAKE V/STB=0V -3 1 -0.3 µA 

INH 

HIGH level voltage drop Vdrophigh 
=VBAT-VINH Vdrophigh IINH= -0.18mA  0.5 0.8 V 

Leakage current Ileaklow sleep mode, VINH=0V -5.0  5.0 µA 

Thermal Protection 

Junction temperature to shut 
down the CANH, CANL drivers Tjuncsd  150 165 180 °C 

V  

Static Characteristics (continued) 
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Dynamic Characteristics 
The devices R1, C1 and C2 which values are given in the column "Condition" of the table below refer to 
the test-schematic schown in Figure 4, ”Test Circuit for Dynamic Characteristics” 
For the definition of propagation delay and transitions times see Figure. 2 - TH8053 Timing Diagram 

Parameter Symbol Conditions Min Typ Max Unit 

Transition time of CANH and CANL 
from recessive to dominant trec-dom 10% to 90%, C1=10nF, C2=0, 

R1=100 0.6 1 2.2 µs 

Transition time of CANH and CANL 
from dominant to recessive tdom-rec 

10% to 90%, C1=1nF, C2=0, 
R1=100 0.2 0.3  µs 

Propagation delay from TXD to RXD 
for H-L-transitions (recessive to 
dominant) 

tTXRXH-L  

C1=100pF, C2=0, R1=100, no 
bus failures and bus failures 1, 
2, 3a, 4 

 0.8 1.5 µs 

C1=C2=3.3nF,  
R1=100, no bus failures and bus 
failures 1, 2, 3a, 4 

 1.2 1.8 µs 

C1=100pF, C2=0, R1=100, bus 
failures 3, 5, 6, 6a, 7  0.8 1.5 µs 

C1=C2=3.3nF,  
R1=100, bus failures 3, 5, 6, 6a, 
7 

 1.2 1.8 µs 

Propagation delay from TXD to RXD 
for L-H-transitions (dominant to 
recessive)  

C1=100pF, C2=0, R1=100, no 
bus failures and bus failures 1, 
2, 3a, 4 

 1.5 2.0 µs 

C1=C2=3.3nF,  
R1=100, no bus failures and bus 
failures 1, 2, 3a, 4 

 2.2 3.2 µs 

C1=100pF, C2=0, R1=100, bus 
failures 3, 5, 6, 6a, 7  0.9 1.5 µs 

C1=C2=3.3nF,  
R1=100, bus failures 3, 5, 6, 7  1.4 2.1 µs 

CANH or CANL minimum dominant 
time for wake-up tCANHLwu 

standby or sleep modes,  
VBAT=12V 

8 20 35 µs 

Minimum change time of /WAKE for 
wake up tWAKEmin 

standby or sleep modes,  
VBAT=12V 

8 20 35 µs 

Disable time of permanent dominant 
TXD timer tTXDdis 

normal operation mode and all 
bus failures 1 2.5 4.0 ms 

Low time of missing battery voltage 
for setting power-on flag tpwon standby and sleep modes  0.2 1 ms 

Differemce of edge count between 
CANH and CANL for detection of 
failures 1, 2, 3a, 4 

∆ecfail normal operation mode  4   

Differemce of edge count between 
CANH and CANL for recovery of 
failures 1, 2, 3a, 4 

∆ecrec normal operation mode  2   

tTXRXL-H  

Minimum hold time for go-to-sleep 
command tgo2sleep  4 20 35  
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Parameter Symbol Conditions Min Typ Max Unit 
Detection time of failure 
3, 6 

tfaildet  
normal operation mode  

20  85 µs 

6a 2 5 8 ms 

5, 7 0.75 2 4.0 ms 

5, 6, 6a, 7 standby and sleep, modes, VBAT=12V 0.8 4 8.0 ms 

recovery time of failure  
3 

tfail,rec  
150 400 750 µs 

5, 6, 6a, 7 20  85 µs 

5, 6, 6a, 7 standby & sleep modes, VBAT=12 V  4 80 µs 

Time for settling the normal 
operation mode from any 
other mode 

tnmsettle VBAT=12V  40  µs 

Time for leaving the normal 
operation mode to any other 
mode 

tnm,leave VBAT=12V  80  µs 

normal operation mode  

Dynamic Characteristics (continued) 

Figure 2 -Timing Diagram 
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Circuit Examples 

Figure 4 - Test circuit for dynamic characteristics 
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Pin Description 

TH8053

1
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Pin Name I/O Function 
1 INH O inhibit output for switching external 5V regulator 
2 TXD I transmit data input 
3 RXD O receive data output 
4 NERR O error output pin 
5 STB I not standby digital control input 
6 EN I enable digital control input 
7 WAKE I not wake input signal 
8 RTH  termination resistor for CANH 
9 RTL  termination resistor for CANL 

10 VDD  supply voltage (+5) 
11 CANH I/O high signal bus line 
12 CANL I/O low signal bus line 
13 GND  ground 
14 VBAT  battery voltage 
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Mechanical Specifications 

SOIC14 Package Dimensions 

1 2 3

D

E H

be

A1 A

L

α

Small Outline Integrated Circiut (SOIC),   SOIC 14,   150 mil 

All Dimension in mm, coplanarity < 0.1 mm 

 D E H A A1 e b L αααα 
min 
max 

8.55 
8.75 

3.80 
4.00 

5.80 
6.20 

1.35 
1.75 

0.10 
0.25 

1.27 
0.33 
0.51 

0.40 
1.27 

0° 
8° 

min 
max 

0.337 
0.334 

0.150 
0.157 

0.228 
0.224 

0.053 
0.069 

0.004 
0.010 

0.050 
0.013 
0.020 

0.016 
0.050 

0° 
8° 

All Dimension in inch, coplanarity < 0.004” 
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Devices sold by Melexis are covered by the warranty and patent indemnification provisions appearing in its Term of Sale. Melexis makes no warranty, 
express, statutory, implied, or by description regarding the information set forth herein or regarding the freedom of the described devices from patent 
infringement. Melexis reserves the right to change specifications and prices at any time and without notice. Therefore, prior to designing this product into 
a system, it is necessary to check with Melexis for current information. This product is intended for use in normal commercial applications. Applications 
requiring extended temperature range, unusual environmental requirements, or high reliability applications, such as military, medical life-support or life-
sustaining equipment are specifically not recommended without additional processing by Melexis for each application. 
The information furnished by Melexis is believed to be correct and accurate. However, Melexis shall not be liable to recipient or any third party for any 
damages, including but not limited to personal injury, property damage, loss of profits, loss of use, interrupt of business or indirect, special incidental or 
consequential damages, of any kind, in connection with or arising out of the furnishing, performance or use of the technical data herein. No obligation or 
liability to recipient or any third party shall arise or flow out of Melexis’ rendering of technical or other services. 
© 2000 Melexis GmbH. All rights reserved. 
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